
 

 

FISHING BASICS OVERVIEW 

LICENSES: See WDFW web page Licenses Fishing & Shellfish basics.  There are just too many options to 

list here plus WDFW has exceptional links that even give you tutorial instruction on specific fishing types.   

EQUIPMENT: See attached/linked outline on fishing basics both warmwater and trout for diagrams and 

gear.  WDFW pages also show hookups and how to use them on their web pages.  You may start with 

how to fish with a worm and eventually get to the fanatic stage that I once visited with 20+ fishing poles 

12 tackle boxes (one for different types of fishing) boxes of dry flies, kits on making your own gear etc.  

This is before we talk about boots, waders, float tubes, canoe, boats, motors, trailers, etc.  All this is not 

needed to go outdoors, have a good time, and catch some fish off a dock or shore.  Stick to basic gear 

outlined for still fishing or trolling and you will catch fish and enjoy yourself in the process. Don’t forget 

life jackets though, especially for 15 and younger as they are required to be worn while in a boat.  

Owning a Discover Pass is always a good idea. 

WHEN AND WHERE TO GO: Again, I need to refer you to WDFW fishing web pages.  Some lakes such as 

Lake Washington & Lake Sammamish are open all year, while others have specific dates they are open.  

 

ADDITONAL REFERENCE: Linked to each of my videos you will find a list of related articles that I have 

written, many published by Northwest Primetime Magazine.  These articles are my related personal 

experiences containing tips that I have developed and may be purchased for the token cost of $1.  You 

will also find affordable e-books that I have written, namely “Fishing Basics” and “A LIFETIME OF 

HUNTING AND GATHERING” Most of the articles contained in the e-books have never been published or 

offered for publication.  The articles are simply my recalling personal experiences of my enjoying 

outdoor outings over the course of my lifetime along with tips and observations that may help you 

during your own outdoor adventuring.   

 


